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Across
2. Beg for it as you _____ your lover with
fantasies.

4. _______ plays a part in many types of
fantasies. With a trusted, loving partner, it can be
a very thrilling experience.

5. Taking pictures of your lover in provocative or
________ poses can be an amazing turn on for
you both.

10. Add a _______ duster to your sex toy
collection today.

12. Wild and hungry or feather soft, use your lips
to ______ your lover in ways they least expect or
longingly desire.

Down
1. ____________ is the most effective technique
for discovering your arousal response.

2. Sensual kisses and licks ______ the skin on
her inner thighs.

3. Many people have a preference for _____
stimulation.

6. Use a lubricated finger to gently circle her
_______ with ultra delicate pressure.

7. Explore your lover's entire body with your
______ .

8. Lift her up against the nearest wall and thrust
your ____ deep inside her.

9. _______ some sweet liquor on your lover's
body. Sensuously lick up every drop.

11. Get back to nature and have sex in the ____ .



Across
14. Become outrageously ______ even if just for
a moment. Lose your innocence again and
again.

16. Leave lights and ________ on while making
love.

18. Watching your lover ______ in ecstasy as
you control every nuance of their pleasure is
extremely arousing.

19. Wiggle it around the opening. Ever so slowly,
_____ it all the way in.

21. Stimulate intense, __________ desire with a
teasing sequence of erotic play - progressively
build excitement.

23. ____ or hum to create a vibrating tingle that
will shoot up and down his spine.

24. On her back with knees pressed toward her
breasts, she awaits the powerful surge of his
_______ .

26. He can alter the angle, depth, intensity and
speed of ___________ to create an exquisite
range of sensory delights.

28. The art of erotic ____ is a talent that can be
learned and perfected with practice.

29. The key to a great strip tease is _________
eye contact.

Down
13. Many men find the sight and sensations of
their cock sliding between the soft, voluptuous
_______ of their lover to be extremely erotic.

15. While kissing and licking her thighs, she
uses her _______ to gently stroke herself.

17. Anal play is a _______ pleasure both
women and men can enjoy regardless of sexual
orientation.

18. Improve your kissing style and range of
techniques and you will inevitably improve your
skill as a _______ lover.

20. _____ naked in the warm glow of candle or
moon light to enhance your sensuality.

21. Your mind is the most ______ sex organ you
have.

22. With each slow, deep ______, concentrate
on every exquisite sensation.

25. Relaxation is critical to great ____ sex. 
27. Take time to feel the texture of your lover's
___ as it flexes under your touch.


